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	Building Flickr Applications with PHP teaches you how to use todays most popular online photo management system. You’ll learn to work with both your own photos and Flickrs enormous cache, and create new and compelling extensions to the Flickr platform. This book is a great pick because

	
		Its written by experienced developer Rob Kunkle and Phlickr developer Andrew Morton.
	
		You’ll learn how to use the PHP API Phlickr to write and retrieve photos.
	
		Flicker is growing quickly in popularity in the online photo management world.



	Using the popular PHP-driven Phlickr API in conjunction with MySQL, you’ll discover how to take advantage of open source tools like PHP, Apache, and MySQL, as well as the Flickr architecture, to manage, retrieve, and format photos in imaginative ways. You’ll also learn how to build upon Flickrs photo collaboration features to create interfaces for working with others on photo album projects. And you’ll learn how to format Flickr tags, taking advantage of RSS to distribute photo updates.
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Search Engine MarketingMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Revolutionize Your Internet Marketing

Leverage today's Internet marketing strategies to reach customers, increase sales, and establish performance-based marketing in your organization. Search Engine Marketing explains how to use Web analytics, key performance indicators (KPIs), search engine optimization (SEO),...
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Pro .NET 2.0 Windows Forms and Custom Controls in VB 2005Apress, 2006
Pro .NET 2.0 Windows Forms and Custom Controls in VB 2005 is the VB 2005 version of the author's best-selling and highly-reviewed Pro .NET 2.0 Windows Forms and Custom Controls in C#. Renowned author Matthew MacDonald shows you VB 2005 programmers how to design flexible, user-friendly Windows interfaces. And you'll learn the...
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Hands-On Microsoft Access: A Practical Guide to Improving Your Access SkillsAddison Wesley, 2005
Go from Access "beginner" to Access  "master"!

Millions of people use Microsoft Access, but only a small  fraction of them are really comfortable with it. If you're ready to go "beyond  the wizards"and become a confident, highly effective...
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Adobe Creative Suite 5 Design Premium All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The perennial Adobe Creative Suite bestseller—fully updated for the latest version


	Featuring eight books in one, this All-in-One For Dummies guide covers the key features and tools that you need to know in order to understand how to use each individual program within the Adobe Creative Suite—InDesign,...
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Submarine Warfare An Illustrated HistoryBrown Books, 1998
The lure of underwater travel seems to have obsessed inventors almost as much as the wish to fly, but the first attempt to address practical problems did not come until the sixteenth century. In 1578 an Englishman called William Bourne wrote of a submersible boat in his book Inventions and Devices.

Although there is no evidence that...
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Evolutionary ComputationMIT Press, 2002
Choice Outstanding Academic Title, 2006
  
  Evolutionary computation, the use of evolutionary systems as computational processes for solving complex problems, is a tool used by computer scientists and engineers who want to harness the power of evolution to build useful new artifacts, by biologists interested in...
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